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1. Wireless LAN Types and Setting
Wireless LAN supports Infrastructure mode implemented using AP (Access Point) and
Ad-hoc mode implemented without AP.

1.1.

Infrastructure

In infrastructure mode, network is configured through AP.
Interworking with wired as well as wireless LAN is allowed when network is configured
through AP.

1.1.1. Network Configuration
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1.1.2. Features
In infrastructure mode based on AP, interworking with wired LAN is allowed and
communication range is longer than that in ad-hoc mode.

1.1.3. ezTCP setting


WLAN Mode

It should be configured as Infrastructure.
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Target SSID

SSID identifies the network. You should set AP SSID to ezTCP SSID.


Channel

Communication channel of wireless LAN is divided by frequency. If you set channel to
0, communication goes through the AP channel when AP is connected.


WEP

You should set WEP to apply security to your wireless LAN. When AP SSID is set, you
should also set the WEP key and index specified for AP in ezTCP.

1.1.4. Example of Infrastructure Configuration
The example below shows infrastructure configuration using the ezSerialConfig
program. In the example, SSID is set to test-ssid, CHANNEL is set to 0, and WEP is not
used. (Items pertaining to wireless LAN are marked with red.)
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1.2.

Ad-hoc
In Ad-hoc mode network is configured with wireless LAN equipment without AP.

1.2.1. Network Configuration
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1.2.2. Features
Ad-hoc mode has an advantage of saving AP cost because AP is not needed at all. On the
other hand, interworking with wired LAN is not allowed and communication distance is
comparatively short.

1.2.3. ezTCP setting


WLAN Mode

It should be configured as AD-HOC.


SSID

SSID identifies the network. You should set Target SSID and Ad-hoc Master SSID with
same value to identify the network.
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Channel

Set Channel to 0 for automatic connection.


WEP

Set WEP to use the security function in the wireless LAN. Set the devices configured in
the same network to the same WEP key.

1.2.4. Example of Ad-hoc Configuration
The example below shows Ad-hoc configuration using the ezSerialConfig program. In
the example, Target SSID and Ad-Hoc Master SSID are set to same SSID. CHANNEL is
set to 0, and WEP is not used. (Items pertaining to wireless LAN are marked with red.)
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